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Regraded Unclassified
FROM: AMBASSADOR WINANT (1323522)
TO: ADMIRAL BROWN

Information as to when and where Rosenman expects to join QUINCY not available here.
MR-OUT-170
14 February 1945

FROM: COLONEL BOETTIGER
TO: THE PRESIDENT

Never have I seen such overwhelming praise for anything as for your achievements at Yalta. It has even swept the enemies off their feet, and I mean American enemies as well as the Nazis and Japs.

Our hats are off to you. Tell Secretary Early the papers did a magnificent job and congratulate him for me. And a world of orchids to you. Love to you and Mrs. Boettiger and the best of everything to your talented colleagues.
21 February 1945

FROM: HARRY A. BUTCHER
TO: MR. HARRY HOPKINS

Would appreciate any information you can give relative reciprocity for correspondents in Berlin.

Tell Early we are awaiting him with open arms and if he will advise when and where he will arrive we will meet him appropriately.
FROM: AMBASSADOR GAFFERY
TO: THE PRESIDENT

De Gaulle, as I reported in my S78665 of 12 February, received my British and Russian colleagues and me frigidly last night. The communiqué appeared in the press this morning. He sent for me this afternoon and said that for a list of reasons he enumerated (none of them important enough) he could not leave Paris unfortunately at this juncture. Algiers is far away, etc, etc.

I have reminded Bidault that De Gaulle had said only recently he would be glad to meet the President. Bidault said in effect, "Yes, I know he did. I have been doing everything to make him go but you don't know how stubborn he is and he has changed his mind and won't go."

I believe De Gaulle expected a bigger role for himself out of the communiqué.

Should I proceed to meet you anyhow?

From President

Your [handwritten] Still see you will need me Algiers

Answered MR-IN-105
13 February 1945

MR-OUT-166

FROM: THE MAP ROOM

TO: ADMIRAL BROWN

Refers to MR-IN-94.

Forrestal just left for extensive inspection trip Pacific lasting three to five weeks. Bard handling the President's message to Stassen personally.

No Answer
FROM: MR. DANIELS
TO: SECRETARY EARLY

Press comment almost unanimously favourable.

NEW YORK TIMES says agreements reached "justify and surpass most of the hopes placed on this fateful meeting." Calls reaffirmation of Atlantic Charter perhaps most important point.

HERALD TRIBUNE: "Conference has produced another great proof of Allied unity, strength and power of decision." Also praises reaffirmation of Charter.

WASHINGTON POST: "President is to be congratulated on his part in this all-encompassing achievement."

BALTIMORE SUN: "Decisions justify high hopes for the future."

PM: "Communique is all that the people of the U.S. could have hoped for. It is also all that the rulers of the Axis feared."

Vandenberg terms announcement by far the best issued from any major conference. Says it reaffirms basic principles of justice and undertakes for first time to complement them by direct action.

Herbert Hoover: "It will offer a great hope to the world."

On radio, William Shirer calls communique landmark in human history.

Kaltenborn says, "A complete success."

Raymond Gram Swing: "For America, no more appropriate news could be conceived to celebrate the birthday of Abraham Lincoln."

Only mildly dissenting voices so far: David Lawrence, William Phillips Simms, and WASHINGTON NEWS.
MR-OUT-163

FROM: MR. DANIELS
TO: SECRETARY EARLY

13 February 1945

Your IN-100.

Magnificent press reception given communiqué, pictures and other news of conference. Newspapermen feel unquestionably best report any big three conference so far. Enthusiastic approval given communiqué by political leaders both parties, including even Herbert Hoover. Everybody in White House happy over news and its reception. Sending press comment.
MR-OCT-162

13 February 1945

FROM: LIEUTENANT ELSEY

TO: ADMIRAL BROWN

Harry England nominating you sole candidate President Alumnae Association. Nomination firm if no objection from you by 15th.
FROM: THE SECRETARY OF STATE (130915)

TO: THE PRESIDENT

13 February 1945

Have just received wire from Grew that Department has already obtained consent of Chinese Government to our proposals. Consultation with French was begun immediately but there has as yet been on final reply from them.

Hope to send a statement to you extremely soon but it should have been released on President's birthday.

Burley
Barkley asked me to transmit following:

Dear Mr. President:

Accept my sincere felicitations upon the historic joint statement released today. I had it read to the Senate immediately upon release and it made a profound impression. White, minority leader, joined me in the expressions of commendation and satisfaction on the floor of the Senate. I regard it as one of the most important steps ever taken to promote peace and happiness in the world.

While no doubt a coincidence, it was extremely appropriate that it should have been released on Lincoln's Birthday.

Barkley
FROM: DANIELS

TO: THE PRESIDENT

Lister Hill just informed me Elliott confirmed 53 to 11. Regards.
FROM: GENERAL EISENHOWER
TO: THE PRESIDENT

Although I deeply regret my inability to meet you at point suggested, I am sure that my absence from here at this time would be most unfortunate.

Floods have held up an important plan and some changes will probably have to be made that no one except myself can authorize. I truly appreciate the courtesy of your invitation.

EISENHOWER
FROM: LIEUTENANT ELSEY
TO: ADMIRAL BROWN

Request permission to send pouch to arrive Algiers 17th rather than Oran on 15th.

Final part of communiqué received 120505 in Map Room Annex encipherment.

Complete text also received in Map Room at 121500 from War Dept Code Center via one-time tape from ARGONAUT from which it was transmitted at 120830. (All times Zed)

General Eisenhower requests that we acknowledge receipt of his message to the President.

Note to MR-OUT-155
FROM: THE MAP ROOM

13 February 1945

Just to allay any justifiable doubts you may have, herewith acknowledge reading all MR-IN-89 and 90. Will inform Lt. Elsey your query regarding wheels.
TOP-SECRET

FROM: DANIELS

TO: SECRETARY EARLY

Cornell, Nixon and Smith departed Washington 10/1850Z. Estimated time arrival Casablanca 11/1920Z. They have been instructed by me to wait Casablanca for further instructions from you or Hewitt before moving by air to meeting place. These instructions should go to Headquarters, ATC, Casablanca, care of Lt. Colonel Sherry. Sherry has instructions to transport Nixon, Smith and Cornell to destination you designate at time you designate. Army sending similar message to Hewitt through Mc Narney at Caserta. Rosenman left before receiving instructions to join Party, but instructions have been forwarded to him in London.

First pictures Malta arrived this morning. Interchanges in process.

Letter from Buddy indicates he was in France 26 January.

Mr. Early shown copy.

TOP-SECRET

Regraded Unclassified
MR-OUT-150

FROM: SECRETARY HASSETT
TO: ADMIRAL BROWN

Secretary of Navy requests immediate forwarding to Senate of Brent Young nomination to Rear Admiral upper half. New duties of Young have been announced and have been undertaken by him. Busanda personnel spending considerable time discussing possible successors. Secretary further urges that nominations for new Chief and Asst Chief Supplies and Accounts imperative forthwith to prevent disintegration of morale in ranks of bureau. Nominations for such Chief and Asst Chief will be sent as soon as Young's nomination goes forward.

Please wire answer. Regards.
FROM: GHEN
TO: SECRETARY OF STATE

In case you feel that a meeting with the President of Syria would be desirable, I think it well to let you know that he is expected to be in Cairo on Monday, February 12.

Repeated to Cairo.
TOP SECRET
PARAPHRASE

10 February 1945

MR-CUT-149

From: Acting Secretary Crew

For: The Secretary of State

Should you feel a meeting with President of Syria desirable,

I think you will want to know he is expected to arrive Cairo on Monday,

12 February.

This message has been repeated to Cairo.
NOTE FROM MAP ROOM:

Pouch leaving today to arrive USS QUINCY late 12th. Acknowledges
IN's thru 75.

Your 20-14-75. Same still on route. Scheduled arrive London
today. Can be reached c/o Delaney.

Mr. Early shown copy.
MR-OUT-148

FROM: THE MAP ROOM

TO: SECRETARY EARLY


Mr. Carly shown copy.
MR-OUT-117

FROM: SECRETARY ICKES

TO: THE PRESIDENT

10 February 1945

Henry Stimson has read me over telephone his radiogram of this date to you. I am in full accord on principle. In meantime I suggest for your consideration as High Commissioner Charles P. Taft in addition to the names heretofore submitted to you.

Period complete reading your special message both House Monday and introducing legislation Tuesday. Hearings should commence at least in House within 1 for week. All over side.

Chairman of Joint Committee, State Office, Federal Reserve Board. Progress seems good. Best regards.

[Signature]

See MR-OUT-116.

No answer.
MR-OUT-146
FROM: SECRETARY MORGENTHAU
TO: THE PRESIDENT

For your information, after consultation with Senators Barkley, Wagner and Tobey, Speaker Rayburn and Congressmen Spence and Wolcott, agreement reached on form of Bretton Woods legislation and timing of its consideration in Congress. Present plans contemplate reading your special message both Houses Monday and introducing legislation Thursday. Hearings should commence at least in House within a few weeks. All moves made close cooperation with State Department and Federal Reserve Board. Progress seems good. Best regards.

[Signature]

Answered by MR-1NT-86.
10 February 1945

FROM: THE MAP ROOM
TO: ADMIRAL BROWN
FOR: SECRETARY STETTINIUS

The following message has been received from Ambassador Steinhardt:

"Your message requesting me to transmit certain information to the Turkish authorities has been received. I have informed the Prime Minister who is taking appropriate steps. Signed Steinhardt."

Grew has been informed.

Paraphrase to Mr. Weeks.
From: The Map Room

To: Admiral Brown for Secretary Stettinius.

Ambassador Steinhard reports receipt of message requesting him to give certain information to the Turkish authorities. He says further: "I have informed the Prime Minister who is taking appropriate steps." The Map Room has informed Acting Secretary Creek.
FROM: THE MAP ROOM

TO: ADMIRAL BROWN


Please through 70 acknowledged and action taken. (This acknowledges all messages sent to the Map Room.)
NOTE FROM MAP ROOM:

Lt. Elsey states COMINCH Administration and Naval Communications have been advised of your schedule.

For Colonel Park: from Major Kniffin: Your brother, Col Wm Park, now back in USA from ETO. Going to Tacoma then Santa Monica, then Hq AAF, Washington middle March. Have told Mrs. Park.

IN's through 70 acknowledged and action taken. (This acknowledges all messages sent to the Map Room.)
MR-OUT-111 (091738) 9 February 1945

FROM: ALUSNA, CAIRO (091207)

TO: ADMIRAL BROWN

INFO: COMMORSEAPRON

Urdis 081613 (MR-IN-55). Lieutenant Kloock departed Cairo for ARGONAUT O3h5Z on 9 February.

Some association keys have eager to know if any possibility of their joining party was made. Regards to all existing.
MR-OUT-159

9 February 1945

FROM: MR. DANIELS

TO: B. SECRETARY EARLY

General good press reception and splendid play given statement
regarding meeting in spite of fact most of material in release had al-
ready leaked largely from British sources. Reuters complaining of
Associated Press violation of export ban though violation did not result
in any publication anywhere before release hour.

Press association boys here eager to know if all possibility
of their joining party has ended. Regards to all writing.

Marked: Mr. Early.
MR-OUT-138

FROM: AMBASSADOR HURLEY (081248)

TO: THE PRESIDENT

9 February 1945

It has been suggested that if the President and his staff and the Prime Minister and his staff could visit Delhi and invite Chiang Kai-shek and his staff to meet them there it would be a great morale builder in this theater. It would also afford an opportunity to clarify policies and strategy. Delhi is suggested rather than any place in China for two reasons: security and accommodations. A meeting at Delhi would probably make unnecessary Wedemeyer's proposed conference at Washington. If there is possibility of such arrangement please advise me earliest convenience. If the Delhi meeting could be arranged please advise me at your earliest convenience if there is possibility of such an arrangement.

Admiral Leahy said the President said - No answer.
It would be a great morale builder in this theater if the President and the Prime Minister and their staffs could invite the Generalissimo to visit them at Delhi. An opportunity to clarify strategy and policies would also be provided by such a visit. For reasons of security and accommodations Delhi is suggested rather than any place in China. Wedemeyer's proposed conference in Washington would probably be unnecessary if the Delhi meeting could be arranged. Please advise me at your earliest convenience if there is possibility of such an arrangement.
9 February 1945

FROM: ACTING SECRETARY GREEW
TO: SECRETARY OF STATE

Re your message (MR-IN-43) February 6 regarding gifts for the two personalities. The Minister at Cairo after consultation with General Giles recommends that fitting gift for Farouk would be C-47 aircraft and that a gift of two jeeps (one quarter-ton truck) would be appreciated by Emperor of Ethiopia. If these suggestions are agreeable to you will you please inform Cairo direct. On the assumption that the suggestions will be agreeable, the War Dept has sent full instructions to General Giles so that he may make necessary arrangements in Cairo.
MR-IN-137

FROM: ACTING SECRETARY CREW

TO: THE SECRETARY OF STATE

9 FEBRUARY 1945

After consultation with General Giles, Minister at Cairo recommends that C-47 plane is fitting gift for Farouk and that a gift of two jeeps (one quarter ton truck) would be appreciated by Haile Selassie. Will you please inform Cairo direct if these suggestions meet your approval. So that he may make arrangements, and in the assumption the suggestions will be agreeable, full instructions have been sent General Giles by the War Department.
FROM: GENERAL DONOVAN (PER MISS TULLY)
TO: THE PRESIDENT

OSS representative in Berne reports following 8 February: Neurath just returned from meeting with Kesselring. He did not then get impression of plans for immediate withdrawal and apparently even high German officials in Italy are somewhat surprised that bulk of reinforcements for Eastern Front coming from west rather than south.

He felt possible explanation of German Army in Italy being kept largely intact as eventual protection for southern flank of German inner fortress based on Bavarian Austrian Alps. One of my agents does report certain withdrawals.

Kesselring saw Rundstedt recently and the two are on friendly terms, but according to Neurath neither is yet ready to come over to us. Neurath discussed with Kesselring the Free Germany Committee. Kesselring indicated Seydlitz had little prestige with Army but on contrary if Paulus agreed to form government this might have substantial effect on Wehrmacht. Neurath has contact with General Westfal but was advised by Kesselring not to try to see him immediately in view of suspicion such a trip might occasion.
MR-OUT-135

FROM: GENERAL MACARTHUR
TO: THE PRESIDENT
NO: 50335

9 February 1945

Deeply grateful to you for your inspiring message. It will thrill the entire command.

MacArthur
I!R-IN-133

FROM: REILLY/TYREE

TO: ADM BROWN/SPAMAN

8 February 1945

Visited USS QUINCY today and learned of your new ETA on 12th.
Captain Senn agrees with us as to anchorage. Deversoir Field now
fitted with regular landing lights. Ibn Saud will travel by destroyer.

NOTE FROM MAP ROOM: MR-OUT-132 from Tuck was originated by Cairo
at 061430 and was passed to you before we had received your MR-IN-57.
Map Room has informed Grow of diplomatic aspects only of your IN-57.
We have read your IN-58.

Answered by MR-IN-58

Regraded Unclassified
FROM: MINISTER TUCK
TO: SECRETARY STETTINIUS, ADMIRAL BROWN

Reference Admiral Brown's 071812 to U.S.S. QUINCY. Acting on State Department's #330 of February 6, which clearly stated that King Farouk would be expected aboard at 1100 on one of the days of the President's visit and should remain for lunch, an invitation in this sense was issued and has been accepted.

Inasmuch as the invitation to luncheon has been issued to King Farouk and has been accepted, I feel that a change of plans would not be understood by him and might create an unfortunate reaction.

The King understands that he is to leave the ship immediately after an early luncheon in view of the afternoon visit of the Emperor of Ethiopia. I strongly recommend that the luncheon invitation stand.

Please confirm it.

NOTE: At request of originator, the Map Room has furnished copy of above message to the State Department.
Paraphrase

From: Minister Tuck
To: Secretary Stettinius, Admiral Brown

With respect to Admiral Brown's dispatch of 7 February to the QUINCY, the State Department's #330 of 6 February clearly stated that King Farouk would be expected aboard at 1100 and remain for lunch on one of the days of the President's visit, and acting on this an invitation was issued and accepted.

In view of these facts, I feel that a change of plans would not be understood and might create an unfortunate reaction.

I strongly recommend that the luncheon invitation stand, and should appreciate a confirmation of it. The King understands that, in view of the afternoon visit by Haile Selassie, he is to leave the ship immediately after an early luncheon.

Map Room Note: A copy of this message has been furnished to the Department of State.
FLASH